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Abstract: This is an attempt at taking a macroscopic holistic and evolutionary psychological perspective to pin-point, in a nut-shell,
the causes and effects of the disharmony that infests Humanity today. And to devise a possible remedial course of action, a pragmatic
approach, that can effectively reduce the causes of such disharmony within a reasonable span of time. Whatever exist, in the human external
environment, have their source causes in the internal psychic space. So addressing the relevant internal issues may alleviate the external
disharmony. Millennia old ‘partial perceptions’ won't fade away overnight. But, the solution, to this enormous deep-rooted problem, need
not be complicated. All we require is an effective strategy to counter the divisive disharmony and a sincere will to persevere and sustain the
efforts over a considerable period of time. Consciously or subconsciously, humanity has been inching towards global harmonisation. But, the
path has been hap-hazard due to the want of a holistic vision for the future. We can do much better if we take the initiative towards the
inclusive harmonisation of all. And it’s surely worth making the effort. For the fruits of harmony shall be a huge boon to us, in every aspect
of our Human existence.
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solutions.

1. Introduction

Every human baby is born with infinite potentials and

This article is intended to go a bit into the details of the

possibilities. Then it is given a name. In certain culture/s, the baby is

dynamics of Human Harmony. It is inspired by and richly draws

named even before it is born. We can not do without a name and so,

from

‘The

are bound by its inevitable consequences. This is just to show how

extra-terrestrial delivery’, which not only goes into the evolutionary

the omni-potent human psyche gets fractionalised. Potentially, the

past and the happening present but also evokes a vision for the future

baby could be named anything, from Robert, Rahim, Raam to

of a race (Das, 2016). This is more like a search than research,

Ringjhing. But, the moment any one of these names is ascribed on

culmination of years’ of contemplation. The views expressed here

the baby, it is instantaneously fractionalised by the limiting

are in my individual capacity and not that of any government,

connotations attached to the name.

the

recently

published

Science

Fiction

book,

Similarly, ever since our childhood, we, rather credulously,

organisation or body.

receive one fractional branding after another from our external world,

2. About human harmony

in the name of geographical locale, physical feature, colour of skin,

The ideal of "Human Harmony" is anything but new. Perhaps, it

language, tradition, convention, faith, nation and so on. With each

has accompanied humanity since the beginning of civilisation. For

such branding, our psychologies are reduced to tinier entities that

an example, in the ancient times itself, sages uttered the Sanskrit

progressively divert our focus from the existence of the Whole, that

words "VasudhaEva Kutumbakam" loosely meaning, the world is

is, all of Humanity.

like

a

family;

thus

indicating

towards

a

global

sisterhood/brotherhood.

This happens partly because we imbibe the past and present
'partial perceptions' from our immediate and extended milieu since

By the second half of the last century, it was known that not

an early, tender and impressionable age, but more so because we

only all human beings but all living creatures on our planet Earth are

continue to exist within these fractional systems, and therefore lack a

genetically related (e. g., Theobald, 2010; Wigler, 2016; Pelech,

‘holistic perspective’.

2016).
3. Main content: Discussion, illustration and a possible
approach to harmony

An illustrative model of the on-going natural harmonisation
In order to understand the root causes of the 'fractional
identities' that we carry on inadvertently, let's have an outsider’s
view at this simplified model, an illustration, about an alien Hoo race

Cause/s of disharmony

in an alien setting on an alien planet called Hoola millions of light

Even so, more than one and a half decades into the twenty-first

years away from Earth, an excerpt from the science fiction book

century, we, humans, still find ourselves as divided as we are. We

‘The extra-terrestrial delivery’, which is oriented around the central

need to ask questions like how and why the race gets fragmented,

theme of Harmony (Das, 2016):

particularly psychologically, and then try to open-mindedly seek

…In the physical universe, every bit of matter attracts others by the

answers to these questions and endeavour to find pragmatic

pull of Gravity. It is this all-pervading Gravity that not only keeps the
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heavenly bodies in their respective relative positions, but at times, brings

belonging to her/his ‘Out-group’. Thus, the ‘fractional identities’,

dispersed matter closer and unites them into a larger entity. Thus faint

through the development of this ‘We versus Others’ feelings,

nebular gas molecules spread over vast expanses of space, concentrate

fragment the Human race into myriad fractions, which are anything

over billions of years. The molecules collide, swirl and gather into

but the Whole.

increasingly larger bodies. Eventually, a huge mass of critical size is

Even though we may not always realise it, the impressions of

attained. Then, this huge mass is ignited by the tremendous pressure and

the ‘fractional identities’ reach and remain deep in our subconscious

heat at its central core, caused again by its own Gravity. Thus is born a star,

psychological levels, to which we have little access and almost no

luminous by its own light.

control. But these subconscious impressions of the ‘fractional

Likewise, ever since the evolutionary advent of the Hoos on the planet
Hoola, they have been gathering into increasingly larger groups, from

identities’, nevertheless, continue to mould, shape and control our
thoughts, words and actions.

individual existence towards the Whole, by the power of the all-pervading

‘Fractional identities’ inevitably led to most of the feuds,

forces of nature of different kinds. Of course, economics and technological

battles, displacement of peoples and genocides that Humanity has

advancement played their parts too.

witnessed till date. We have already fought two World Wars; a third

First was the isolated individual scavenging Hoo struggling to survive

has the potential to nuke the planet to annihilation. Are we, as

against the forces of nature. After the Hoos had gained some knowledge

intelligent living beings, not capable of taking the reign of our

and control over the elements, family came into being. After they learnt

destiny in our own hands?

agriculture, settlement at a given place became possible. Families gathered

A remedial approach to accelerated harmonisation

into early rural communities. Then villages developed into towns. Eventually,

With almost nothing to counter the fission effects of our

economy and security of greater numbers gave rise to kingdoms. Kingdoms

ascribed and/or imbibed 'fractional identities', we need to establish a

evolved into nationhoods, the present phase through which the Hoo race is

viable system, a new stream of thought and education that may be

passing. Often this larger picture of the ongoing socio-economic political

named "Human Harmony", that simplistically puts forth the simple

ascent of the race remains unnoticed. It is taken for granted as if the nations,

reality of the existence of the entire Human race as a Whole, on the

as great and as functional as they seem to be, will remain forever.

planet Earth, which we may call our home, the only home we have

But anything that has a beginning and is subject to change must also

so far till date. However, the focus may be on the all-encompassing

have an end. This seems to be an unfailing rule of nature. As the various

Human Harmony itself, and not merely on the name. Otherwise, as

nationalities cherish their individual identities, their interdependence is

deceptive as a name can be, "Human Harmony" may end up

coming to the fore, in degrees. Already groups of nations are associating

representing a group with certain limited ideas, which will be

into regional and pandemic collectives of different kinds, based on varied

anything but the Whole. The key is to remain connected to the Entire,

compulsions and intentions. Already there is an indication towards the union

and to highlight and showcase the all-encompassing Whole,

of the Whole.

accommodating all the component diversities therein; and to

Now, coming to the evolution of the Hoos’ internal psychic space, a

constantly remind ourselves of our collective common destiny.

similar but subtler move, from identification of the self with the individual

Another very important thing to remember is that, external

towards that with the entire, may be observed. This move from the unitary

cosmetic adjustments may be good for adaptations and they may

towards the universal is guided by, at times manifest but often subtle, power

even seem to be functional in resolving some of the external

of all-pervading Love. But the impressions of the past and the present partial

symptomatic disorders caused by disharmony; but such external

existences persist, and psychologically render the race retrograde. Today an

cosmetic adjustments can hardly cure the real disease within, the

average Hoo consciousness simultaneously carries the impressions of

internal psychological fragmentation of the Human race caused by

being an individual, a family, a community, a village, a city, a nation as well

the 'fractional identities', which are, again, the outcome of the

as a faint awareness of the Whole. Interestingly, often the identification of

'partial perceptions'.

the self seems to be the strongest with the smallest entity, the individual,

Let meritorious scholars as well as people from all backgrounds

and gradually weakens as the size of the group, with which one attaches the

come forward to engross themselves in the meditation and

self, increases...

realisation of the Whole. Let them realise the significance of each

Consequences of disharmony: Effects

individual or group being an apparently tiny but unique and

Coming back to Earth, should humanity continue to carry on

potentially enormous wave, an essential part and parcel, of the ocean

the past and present 'partial perceptions' and thus, incessantly

of Humanity. Continued learning in any field of knowledge, sooner

continue to bear the ill effects thereof? 'Partial perceptions' lead to

or later, leads to the expansion of the consciousness. So, through

‘fractional identities’, which, in turn, gives rise to psychologically

Philosophy, History, Economics and Science, through all knowledge

harmful and externally destructive ‘intolerance’. A ‘fractional

and wisdom, humanity may eventually arrive at the awareness of its

identity’, to which an individual is psychologically attached, makes

own Oneness (Das, 2015).

the individual consider the people with the same ‘fractional identity’

Then, having realised the Whole, the harmonisers may reach out

as her/his own people belonging to her/his ‘In-group’. Consequently,

availing themselves of all possible avenues, like post-modern

the individual perceives all the other peoples who do not share

missionaries of a new kind, and share their expanded consciousness

her/his ‘fractional identity’ as outside her/his own group, i.e.

with the world. If we start this process now, Humanity may reach
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harmony as early as in three generations' time, i. e. about seventyfive years. It is said to take three generations' time for such a change
to effect.
In this regard, let us draw another reference from the book ‘The
extra-terrestrial delivery’ (Das, 2016). Kit, the protagonist in the
Fiction, calls upon his fellow alien Hoos,
“World Uniters, individuals and groups of all kinds, who have ever
felt yourselves to be,
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time to expand inorganically, through Collaboration.
“A singular set of generalised rules may prove defunct. A singular
world order may be an unnecessary ideology. It may prove to be a futile
intellectual exercise, relativity of Truth itself being dynamic and susceptible
to change with respect to time, place and context.
“The knowledge, understanding and realisation of the Truth may be
cause enough for the unification. The Truth is not very hard to find. In fact, it
is already known. No matter in how many different ways we have been

One with the Universal Soul, that is, one with the Whole

programmed ever since our births, to identify ourselves in the name of

Capable of manifesting that Universal Soul in every aspect of this

tradition, convention and even culture, the Truth remains that we all are,

external world
Not fragmented by the narrowed down limited notion of the Self being
the body, or any other form like gender, class, community, village, town or
nation

after all, one species, one Hoo race. The sooner we come to terms with this
inescapable and basic reality of our existence on this planet, which we may
call our home, the better.
“What is required is to ensure to the new-comers and to those who are

Freer than those who are compelled to relinquish the freedom of their

yet to arrive, yet to be born, the freedom from the ‘bondage of the

Souls, to give vent to their zeal towards coveted positions of power of social,

ascriptions’. The rest of us, in some way or the other, consciously or more

political or economic importance

often, subconsciously, have already been soiled by these ascriptions. Let us

The ones who have overcome the basic selfish desire to rule and the
lust for power, and instead aspire for excellence and service to all
Beholders of the vision of unity, and therefore bringers of the internal
psychic union of the race

not pass our contamination unto the new-comers without giving them a
chance to think for themselves. What right do we have to such perpetration?
“Let us struggle against forced branding. Let us allow the newcomers
to acquire knowledge and to grow up in an ambiance free from forced

“unite.

dogmas. After they grow up, they may choose which path they want to follow,

“Because your unity shall mark the first layer. And augment, reinforce,

irrespective of their parentage.

complement and supplement those forces of unity, which shall, sooner or
later, lead the race towards that destiny of a more perfected global existence.

“Most importantly, let us, all the Hoos, wake up to our universal
existence as a Whole.”

These unifying forces, covertly or overtly, subdued or manifested, have

Kit’s delivery proved to be an eye-opener for the audience. While they

always been there and shall ever be. Therefore, we are bound to reach that

quietly soaked up the rich wisdom, Kit remained silent for a while. Then he

destiny. It is only a matter of time. But is it not better sooner than later?

went even further and enumerated the possible steps for the World Uniters

Because with the alleviation of each difference, the race is blessed and

to unite. He suggested, “Let there be interactions.

bestowed with such wonderful benefits, like peace and harmony, which
forge the race light-years ahead in the path of our ascent and our freedom.

“Firstly, through Communication, we may open up the door to mutual
understanding and to mutual appreciation. This will prepare us for the next

“If you cannot accept each other as you are, surpassing and

step, Cooperation. Through Cooperation shall grow goodwill and friendship.

transcending the differences among yourselves, then what can be hoped of

Then, it will have already become easy for friends to Collaborate, which is

those who are yet to feel the need and realise the wisdom to unite.

the third step. Thus, World Uniters augment the ever accumulating forces of

“Therefore, hey World Uniters, in spite of your own external differences,

unity.”...

be bold and have faith in your inner call. First, unite yourselves. Even if you

A wonderful example of international collaboration is

find yourself fewer in number now, or for that matter, if you are presently

Sino-Aussie Unique Collaboration Centre for Education Study and

compelled to walk the path alone, do not be afraid. Do not be hesitant and

Service (SUCCESS). This Sino-Australian initiative apparently

do not be overwhelmed by the presently stereotyped majority. For in your

transcends all the socio-cultural, political, economic and other

heart and in your head, you hold the light that shall usher in the glorious

diversities, and inclusively accommodates the same, through

future that awaits the race.”

comparative studies and the resultant mutual understanding and

After a brief pause, Kit continued, “There are agencies and faculties

appreciation. Endeavours like this effect people to people, culture to

which have been at work for this unification, as have been the dark and

culture contact and exchange, enriching and expanding the

negative divisive forces. Significantly, but quite naturally, even these

consciousness of the participants, an enormously significant step

faculties of unification have grown distinctions fuelled mainly by their

towards global harmony.

respective unique peculiarities, the time and place of their respective origins,
and the courses of their respective developments.

Apparently, there are many other sub-national, national,
international, public, non-governmental as well as individual, some

“The challenge that lies before each of these unifying faculties is to

well-known, like the United Nations, and perhaps many relatively

preserve the fruits of its own development on the one hand, while opening

unknown, entities who, in their respective unique ways, envisage the

its heart to be receptive and accommodative to those of the others on the

vision of a Harmonised World. In order to accentuate the

other. Organic growth from within any of these agencies may be

harmonising forces and to accelerate the harmonising process, each

painstakingly slow and, sooner or later, bound to reach a saturation level

of these harmonising entities, individuals and groups of various

well before realising the ultimate goal of unification of all. It may be the right

kinds, may go beyond its own limiting finiteness. We require a
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global open and inclusive platform where every harmoniser is free to

narrow 'partial perceptions', and thus, expand towards a much more

add to the cause of Human Harmony.

perfected Global Human Harmony, in the not so distant future. So,

Of course, it may not be that everybody is waiting to lap up the
vision

of

a

Harmonised

World.

Some

people,

who

are

let's reiterate Kit's words- Hey World Uniters, individuals and groups
of all kinds, unite. The sooner we do, the better for us.

psychologically expanded and open to new ideas, will. Some others,
perhaps bogged down with the worldly affairs of their day to day

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lives, may show indifference. While yet others, the no-changers and
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